Acrostic Poem Paper
Chapter 1 : Acrostic Poem Paper
Acrostic poem you can easily write an acrostic poem! use the guidelines below. 1. select a topic for your
poem. 2. write the topic word vertically on your paper. (be sure to capitalize each letter of the word.) 3. start
each line of the poem with the capital letters you wrote.Acrostic poem an acrostic poem is a poem in which the
first letter of each line spells out a word. example: tigers tails wagging back and forth, in the heart of the
jungle, getting ready to pounce, eerie silence as they walk, on the attached sheet of paper, write your acrostic
poem.Acrostic planner: use the back of the paper to brainstorm some possible subjects (words) for your
acrostic poem. select one of your subjects. you may also want to use the back and list some words to describe
the subject you selected. return to the space below and write your poem, placing the word on the small
spaces.Create an acrostic poem using the letters in the word “grandparents.” . after students have completed
their poems, instruct them to cut on the dotted lines. . have each student glue his poem to the center of his
construction-paper square. 5. have students use cray- ons to decorate their squares. 6. if desired, arrange the
squares ion a largePrior to the lesson, you may want to write an example of an acrostic poem on chart paper to
share with your students. if you share about yourself, students will be more comfortable doing the same.
materials • either colored pencils/markers and paper or computers/tablets and a printer • chart paper .3-2-1
summary cinquains 3-2-1 summary your task: write a summary of the reading using this strategy. acrostic
poem an acrostic poem is a poem where the first letter of each line spells a word and each paper and pictures,
to create an image Introduction assignment – acrostic poem yes, you can use pictures………… i know some
of you from previous classes, but not all of you! for this assignment, i
Poem. ask students to read the poem. tell them it is about a famous woman in the school and see if they can
tell you who it is! • review the form for an acrostic poem and write the rules on chart paper. tell students that
they will be creating an acrostic poem about a famous american woman. explain4. you are going to create an
atlantic or shortnose sturgeon acrostic poem poster. using long white paper, you will write the final copy of the
acrostic poem and create an illustration to correspond with your poem.Draw a picture of the topic, then write
an acrostic poem about it. write the topic word vertically along the left side of the paper; start each line of your
poem with the letter on that line.Create an acrostic poem with the word transportation. the rocket ship can also
be colored in or cut out and pasted to construction paper to make it more of a craft activity! created by miss
zees activities custom field. contributor miss zees activities. grade level 1-3. product type template. file type
pdf. pages 2. answer key n/a Acrostic poem on mexico. file type: pdf . download and read acrostic poem on
mexico acrostic poem on mexico when writing can change your life, when writing can enrich you by offering
much money, why don't you ..The next step is to write the acrostic poem. distribute lined paper and instruct
students to write the first letters of their first name (or first and middle or last name, if they have a short first
name) on the
Communicate and fit the structure of their acrostic poem by listing possible words or phrases for each letter on
a separate piece of paper that fit the structure of their acrostic poem. 4. have students revise their work in order
to improve understanding and flow by adding, deleting, consolidating, and rearranging words as necessary. 5.
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